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1 - 1st december

1st december
Dairi sat up in he’s bed, he blinked he’s eyes some times, and stood up out from bed.
He was still sleepy and he couldn’t think straight.
He still had he’s pajamas on and went out to the bathroom.
He looked in the mirror and suddenly he’s eyes was wide open.
Jeez! I forgot! It is the first December today! Not to very long before Christmas! Dairi said hurried back to
he’s bed room and changed clothes.
He went down the stairs were he’s mum were almost done with a big breakfast.
Good 1st December Dairi! He’s mum smiled.
Mum! It’s not Christmas yet you know, Dairi said.
I know! But today felt so special you know? I wanted to make a good breakfast at least. He’s mum
smiled back
Dairi didn’t mind to eat a big and good breakfast so he sat down and went loose on the eggs.
Shortly after he prepared for school.
Aah these annoying school uniforms! He said.
Why can’t we use our normal clothes?! He kept on complaining.
He got ready and stated to run a bit down the road, he soon come to a big white building with Christmas
decorations and a plastic Santa with the main door.
Dairi smiled a bit and entered.
He went over to he’s locker and took out some of he’s books.
Two people came over to him and suddenly said hello.
Dairi got so scared of this sudden greeting and dropped he’s books on the floor.
Dairi you are so clumsy! The boy said, this boy was dairis best friend tekish.
The other person was a girl and was already helping Dairi with picking up the books.
Have you started shopping Christmas presents yet Dairi? She asked, her name was erikia.
Her name was taken from the English name Erika, her parents just love that name.
Dairi blushed when he looked at her.
N..No..Not yet. Dairi said.
Erikia and tekish laughed and they all three went to the next class.
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2 - 2th december

2th December
Dairi wake up early in the morning, he was still sleepy, wasn’t so good at this wake up early thing.
He slowly climbed out of bed and walked slowly down the stairs.
He’s dad and grandpa was already finished with the breakfast.
Dairi took some bread and put on some butter.
You will be home alone today after school Dairi, he’s mum said.
Huh? Where are you going? Dairi asked.
I and your dad are going out for some shopping, and your grandpa will be out of the house in some
hours too. He’s mum answered as she concentrated about removing a spot on the bench.
You can ask tekish and Erika if you want to, he’s mum continued.
Okay I will do that, Dairi said and went up on he’s room to get dressed.
On school he met Erika and tekish and asked them to come over after school.
They agreed and as soon as the bell rang they all went over to dairis house.
They entered and tekish just throwed away he’s school bag and just let she shoes stand in the middle of
the floor.
Erika put her school bad gently on the floor and placed her shoes were shoes was supposed to be.
Dairi smiled a bit and they both entered the living room where tekish was already ready to bomb the
living room.
He had throwed some pillows and the floor and was sitting with he’s feet on the table, desperately trying
to manage the next level on super smash bros melee.
He and Dairi was always competing at that game, Dairi throwed he after the play station stick and turned
on the 2-player mode.
Erika was just shaking her head with a smile and sat down next to them.
After Dairi had beaten tekish at the game several time, tekish throwed away the stick and hit Dairi with a
pillow.
There you go for cheating! Tekish laughed.
I don’t know any cheat codes on this game! Dairi said
And throwed another pillow back at him.
Then a mad mad pillow fight broke loose and Erika was running around throwing pillows back at them.
When they stopped they could see all the pillows on the floor and some curtains had fallen down.
They laughed and began cleaning up.
Hey, wanna go chek out the mall tomorrow..i need to get some presents for some friends, erika said to
dairi and tekish.
Yeah that would be cool, tekish said.
Yeah, sure why not? Dairi smiled.



3 - 3th december

3th December
Dairi met Erika and tekish at the mall the very next morning.
They began to walk around there and it was like entering the Santa’s secret Christmas room or
something.
It was lights everywhere and people were laughing and were joyful.
Tekish saw a small store and went to buy himself a soda, Erika stood next to a plastic Santa and
laughed of it.
Um..i just have to go buy something, can you wait here for a moment? Dairi asked.
Sure! But be fast ok, Erika said.
Dairi runned to the other side of the mall to the gold and silver shop we make good things for you! That
was at least what it said on the windows.
Dairi entered and saw a lot of glass lockers with gold and silver ring, necklaces, bracelets, earrings,
everything.
Dairi went slowly trough the room and looked, suddenly he saw what he was looking for, a gold heart
with silver edges and some small beautiful decorations on it.
How much for this one? Dairi asked the person in the desk.
1294, you want it?
Dairi thinker a bit, it had to be it, he had enough money but he had to save a bit for other presents too.
Key..I’ll take it, Dairi said and looked more joyful than ever.
This was definitely going to work.

James13..enjoy the Christmas time^^



4 - 4th december

4th December
Dairi wake up and looked over to he’s desk, it was a nicely wrapped present there with a nice Christmas
card attached to it.
Dairi smiled for himself and stood up.
What’s the clock? He wondered.
Waah?! It was 06:02 in the morning,
I never woken up this early before…..he said to himself, he thought it was a little weird since he almost
never used to wake up at all.
He just throwed that thought away and went over to the window, he opened it and felt that cold fresh air
against he’s face, it felt like he wanted to hug it.
He decided to just pack he’s things and go for a walk until school started.
He took on he’s scarf, shoes, gloves and the school bag.
He walked out the door and saw the big layer of snow under he’s shoes.
Dairi decided to just take it easy today; he wanted to have the changes to feel the winter.

After school the first thing he did was to go to he’s bedroom, and he draw a picture of the snowscape he
could see out he’s window.



5 - 5th december

5th desember
Dairi wake up early this morning, he had decided to try painting another picture before he went to
school.
He sat down with he’s desk and started painting.
He knew for himself that it was specially one person that he couldn’t let see this, so he had to hide it
when he was finished.
A time later he was done with the painting, the painting showed a beautiful girl smiling towards the open
room in front of it.
Dairi almost blushed when he saw it. He covered it up quickly and started to run to school.
Hi Dairi! Erika said when he entered trough the main doors.
Dairi blushed even more now and walked towards her, suddenly he got runned down by tekish that
grabbed he’s shirt and started shaking him.
Why didn’t you answer the phone when I called you this morning? Your mother took it instead and said
you were in the middle of some project! Tekish said.
Dairi blushed, oh no! he’s mom had seen he’s painting!
Uh no! I was sleeping! Dairi answered.
You are hopeless dairi! Tekish laughed.

James13
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6 - 6th december

6th December
It was weekend and Dairi was supposed to sleep a lot this day, but he got waked up by snowballs
towards he’s window.
Dairi just turned around and thought that it was some kids having fun.
But just more and more snowballs hit the window and Dairi stood up and looked out, he saw tekish
standing there waving and pointing towards the front door. Dairi just waved lazy back as a sign for: yeah
yeah...Im coming.
Dairi was still half asleep and walked slowly down the stairs and to the living room, it was first then he
realized that he couldn’t see hes mum or dad or grandpa.
He runned into the kitchen and saw a note on the table:
We are out on weekend shopping
We will be back soon; it is cold eggs on the bench if you are hungry.

Huh? They left without me? Dairi thought.
But suddenly more snowball came hammering towards the kitchen window, oh right! Tekish! I forgot
him!, Dairi said and runned and opened the front door.
Jeez! You lazy head! Tekish said and rushed into the house.
I was sleepy…Dairi complained
Forget about sleeping! We got more important things to do, tekish said.
Like what? Dairi answered back in a anyone tone.
Like go lady hunting! Tekish answered.

Some few moments later they both stood outside a gigantic mansion with tall walls to keep people out.
Oh big! Dairi said.
I followed this really cute girl here this morning, it looked like they were going away, but we will come
back tomorrow! Tekish said.
Huh? We? Dairi said confused.
Yes we! You are going to meet me here early tomorrow and see if we can get in contact with that cute
girl! Tekish said.
Meet me here at 7.00

JAMES13



7 - 7th december

7th December
Early Sunday morning Dairi walked slowly towards the big mansion him and tekish had visited the day
before.
Tekish was already there trying to find a way over the wall that surrounded the whole mansion.
Heey! What took you so long! Tekish said.
It is still both completely 7 yet…Dairi said.
When I say 7:00 I really mean 6:00 tekish said.
You are weird you know that? Dairi said
Jeez! Just help me look for a way around this wall! Tekish said and they both started to walk around the
whole thing,
But suddenly they heard this metal noise and realized that the gate was opening, they runned towards
the gate and stood close to the wall to try not be spotted.
A long black shiny car drove out and except the driver it was only one passenger there and it looked like
a male.
Tekish grabbed dairis arm and runned inside the gate.
Tekish! Are you nuts? Dairi yelled, but before they could run out again the gate was closed.
Damn tekish! What are we going to do now?.
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8 - 8th december

8th desember
Tekish! You are an idiot! We don’t know when the gate will open again! Dairi yelled.
Take it easy! Tekish said, now we can get the chance to talk to that girl!
If she’s still here yeah! Dairi yelled again.
Tekish just started to walk towards the mansion; Dairi didn’t find any other solutions then to follow him.
Tekish was walking close to one of the house walls and looked into some windows.
Keep this up and well be mistaken for robbers. Dairi complained.
Tekish ignored him and kept on towards the other side of the house.
On the other side it was a balcony on the second floor and a long stair that went down on the outside
and it was planted some good looking bushes around it.
That side of the house was so good decorated with all kind of flowers and statues.
They both like up to the balcony and saw that the lights were on.
Let’s go check it up! Tekish said.
Are you mad?! We can’t go up there! They’ll see us. Dairi said.
Take it easy! We just say we are lost! Tekish said and started to run towards the stairs.
Dairi just followed him.
IL go up first! Tekish demanded.
Sure sure…dairi said.
Dairi sat down next to the stairs and tekish started to move up.
When tekish came up the runned over the balcony and stood next to the wall and tried to look into the
window.
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9 - 9th december

9th December
Tekish stood silently next to the window and looked in.
It was a huge bed there a makeup table and some really beautiful paintings there.
Some few small statues of fairies or something and a lot of other rich man stuff.
It was three doors in the room: the first he guess was the exit out of the room and the second was the
one out to the balcony, the last one led into something that might be a bathroom as far as he saw, he
could see some movements in the bathroom and and he started to pay attention to that instead.
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10 - 10th december

10th December
Tekish saw first as leg and then the rest of the girl, she walked out of the bathroom with only a towel
around her, tekish blushed.
The girl had blondish hair and was just as tall as any girls.
Tekish could see how the towel showed the thing and tight shape of this young girl and blushed even
more.
The girl went over to her bed and dropped the towel.
Tekish eyes was almost about to fall out of he’s head, not that tekish could see the whole body since
she sat the opposite way of where he stood.
Tekish could see the nice and thin neck, the soft looking shoulders and the thing waist.
Suddenly someone knocked on the door and tekish came out of the trance.
My lady? Your father is soon home, so please prepare for dinner.
Yes James, I will, thank you, the young girl said.
Tekish assumed that this person was some sort of servant.
The girl wrapped herself in a bathrobe and turned around and saw out of the window.
Tekish hide himself and he could notice that the girl might seen him a bit, because she looked
suspiciously towards the window.
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11 - 11th december

11th December
The young girl went into the bathroom again and tekish runned down the stairs to get Dairi.
What happened? You used so much time! Dairi said.
No time to explain! Come on! This is our chance to get out of here.
He grabbed dairis arm and runned towards the gate.
Just as this James person said, the gate opened and a car came in.
Tekish and dairi runned out and when they were with dairis house they stopped.
Now, tell me what you saw, dairi said.
I just saw some beautiful paintings, tekish said
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12 - 12th december

12th December
Dairi wake up early in the morning and smiled, he didn’t know why but he smiled, he felt good.
He went down stairs and saw a big breakfast and went loose on the eggs.
Why are you smiling so? He’s mum asked.
I don’t know, Dairi smiled back
The doorbell rang and he’s father came into the kitchen.
Dairi it for you for! Father said.
Dairi went over to the door still just dressed in he’s pajamas.
It was Erika who was standing outside and looked at Dairi.
Dairi blushed because he realized that he was just in he’s pajamas.
I..I..I just wake up. He said.
You want to come out for a little while? Erika smiled.
Y..ye…yeah sure just give me a moment.
Sometime after Erika and Dairi was walking outside in the chilly air.
They found a bench with view out on the beautiful old fountain.
I just wanted to give you this, Erika suddenly said.
She gave Dairi a nicely wrapped present with red paper and small Santa’s on it.
Th..Than..Thank you! Dairi said.
He hurried up to pull out a small present of he’s own pocket and give it over to Erika.
For me? She said surprised.
Yeah! Dairi said nervously.
Thank you! She smiled back at him with a warm and beautiful smile.
Then she leaned forward and kissed him on hes mouth and dairi could feel the warm lips fill him with joy.
Then she suddenly runned away.
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13 - 13th december

13th December
Tekish was sitting in he’s own room, thinking about the beautiful girl he had seen.
He couldn’t stop thinking about her, he was so afraid that the image of her in he’s mind would fade so he
had drawn several pictures of her.
He was very good at drawing.
Just an hour ago he had stood outside the big mansion hoping to get a look of her again.
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14 - 14th december

14th December
Tekish had only been thinking about that girl from the mansion the last time.
Ok! Can’t sit here and dream! Time to do something! He said.
He runned out on the streets, in the middle of the night walking towards the mansion.
He came up to the gate and again he was lucky.
I won’t be back before tomorrow James, take care of my daughter when imp gone then, a man said
before he sat himself into a car.
Yes sir, your daughter is safe, she knows how to take care of herself too, don’t worry, James answered
back.
Thank you James, the man answered and James started to walk back to the mansion and the gate
opened,
Just when the gate was about to close tekish runned in.
It was very dark close to the wall that was an advantage for tekish,
He had dressed himself in a black coat.
He scouted trough the windows several times all around the house.
The only other people he had seen was two maids and the person called James.
Tekish decided to take the risk and go up to the balcony again, but this time he wasn’t going to spy at
her from the window, he was going to talk to her.
He took the stairs up to the balcony and looked in.
It was the same room, and tekish couldn’t see any people there so he sneaks up to the balcony door.
He tried to open it and it was unlocked!! Amazing! This girl might get kidnapped, you never know what
sick perverts that might come by these days, he thought by himself.
He sneaked into the room and first now he noticed some clothes lying on the bed.
He heard some splashy sounds from the bathroom.
He went in and saw that the bathroom was much bigger then he could see from the window.
It was a sink with a big mirror in the one end and a big bathtub with the other wall.
The girl was standing next to the bathtub and looking at him,
She was naked and just stood there and looked at him.
She didn’t look surprised or scared, she just stood there.
Tekish looked her in the eyes, and he saw the thing smooth neck. The soft skin on her shoulders, her
soft looking breasts that was very big just to mention it.
Her small waist and the tight hips.
He also saw her vagina and blushed in very dark red color and could feel something move in he’s pants
He turned around and runned towards the door and the girl smiled when he went out and blushed a bit
too.
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15 - 15th december

15th December
Dairi was lying in he’s bed thinking.
He could still feel the soft kiss Erika had given him,
He was blushing just by thinking about it.
It had been so warm and soft and he just wanted to see her again.
Talking about seeing, tekish never answered the phone these days.
He was a bit worried. But suddenly someone knocked on he’s bedroom door, yes? Dairi answered.
He’s mum opened the door and gave him a letter.
A young girl came by with this, she said and left.
Dairi opened the letter and read:

Dear Dairi,

Dairi, I saw that you and Erika kissed, its hurts me deep.
I loved you since they day I met you, I also had a lot of perverted thoughts about you^^.
But please? Don’t choose Erika, I love you more.

Areila

Dairi was shocked.
Areila was one of he’s best friends, but the last year she just lost more and more contact with him.
He didn’t know what to do anymore.
He liked Erika; he might even love her, he like Areila too and didn’t want to hurt her.
He sunk down on the floor and cried.

James13



16 - 16th december

16th December
Erika sat on the floor in her room; she wondered why she had done that?
Why had she just suddenly gone on and kissed him? And on top of that, she had just run away after.
She gave away a little scream and throwed her pillow in the wall.
She took down a shoebox from the shelves.
She opened the box and found a picture of Dairi and tekish there.
They were goofing around as usual.
She made another small scream, I should go talk to him, she thought.
But im to afraid, she tought again.
She got undressed and went to sleep.
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17 - 17th december

17th December
Tekish had woken up early, he had trouble with sleeping long even if he had a day off.
He’s father was a rich business man so tekish lived alone, he’s father traveled so often that he didn’t
have any home at all.
But he sent tekish money and some special guards came and checked that he was okay every morning.
Tekish decided to go out on the morning market.

Soon after he found himself in a big street with a lot of people and offers everywhere.
Suddenly a small man with filthy clothes pulled him into a dead alley, he held up some small bags that
contained some white powder.
Tekish realized fast that this small filthy thing offered him heroine.
He got angry and hit the small man and walked out of the alley and out on the street again.
He walked for a while, he had already bought lot of grapes, grapes were something of the best he knew.
But suddenly, another hand touched he’s arm.
This time, it was a small kid, a little girl with filthy clothes and bruises in her face and arms.
She was holding her arm against him and was obvious asking for something,
Tekish felt some tears in he’s eyes and took up he’s wallet.
He took most of the money he could find there except he’s credit card and gave it to the little girl, he also
gave her some of he’s grapes.
The girl looked like the sun herself there she stood with the money in one hand and grapes in the other,
THANK YOU SIR! THANK YOU SO MUCH! The little girl said and runned away.
Tekish looked down in the ground for a bit, and then he looked up.
Suddenly he saw something that made him want to shout out, it was the girl from the mansion! She had
on a blue skirt and a light pink top and held some sort of purse, James was standing there two, he was
oblivious arguing with the merchant about a prize on potatoes, of course the family was rich, but James
enjoyed shopping with the daughter of the house, because she made it feel like the old days when he
always had to argue about the prizes to get most out of it. James didn’t seem too old either, he could
maybe be 20-24, it was only the glasses and the servant clothes that made him look old.
The young girl was looking at him, and he looked at her, she was smiling and tekish blushed once again,
he was about to walk over to her but James said something to her and they walked away.
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18 - 18th december

18th December
Tekish was sitting in the coach in he’s apartment, he stared at the empty TV screen.
He was still thinking about that damn girl.
He had been about to run over to her at the market, but if he ever got caught sneaking around the
mansion again; James would have recognized him from the market and suspected him as a stalker.
He had to save excuses for later because this wasn’t the last time he was going over to them.
He decided to visit them again today and he runned over to the mansion gate as many times before.
He stood outside the mansion gate and looked, no car that was on it way out this time, maybe luck was
about to turn the other way.
Suddenly he heard a car right behind him and a door opened.
It was the man that he had seen talk to James the other night.
Hello? Can I help you?, the man said, it looked like the man was in the 30-34 age, he had brown hair
and a black coat.
i..Am..Jus…just..Um, tekish said.
Are you here to meet shirujju? The man asked.
Shirujju? He didn’t know who that was but it was a good excuse to get inside.
Um..Yes right, tekish said.
Aah well, she said some friend might come by, hope in we are just gone park the car, the man said
cheerful.
Tekish sat into the car and the gate opened.
They started to drive on and parked nicely in front of the gigantic main gate.
The servant called James came out and bowed lightly for tekish and the man,
Sir, and who is those young gentleman? James asked.
A young boy that is here to meet shirujju, the man answered.
Ah ye sir, I see. James answered.
May I ask young man? Weren’t you on the morning market the other day? James suddenly asked.
y..yes, I guess I was, tekish said.
Morning market? Its not often you see young people there these days, they normally hang on those
shopping malls, the man said.
Yes indeed sir, I saw this young man give some money and some grapes to a little poor girl, jams said.
Aaah! Charity! That’s good my boy that’s good, I already taken a liking in you! You have to come by
more often.
James turned around and walked up to stairs and waited next to the door,
The man walked first and tekish followed.
They entered a big hall with beautiful paintings everywhere.
Will you maybe stay for some tea? Shirujju will be down soon, its tea time after all.
Yes sure! Tekish answered.
He followed the man in a big room with a giant fireplace and a lot of shelves with a lot of books.
I can’t recall that i heard your name? The man said.
Oh sorry sorry, my name is tekish bachiry, tekish said.
Bachiry? May I be right in saying that it is your father that owns the popular relayio hotel? The man
asked.



Yes that’s him! Ever meet him before? Tekish asked curiously.
Yes once, I was he’s V.I.P guest for some month ago, I had an important business trip to attend to, a
very busy man your father, almost impossible to even get a business dinner with him, but I managed it, I
rented one of he’s other hotels in Paris for a important new year’s party.
Oh? So it was you that rented that hotel, tekish said.
Well well, my name is kozuke achamiru, kozuke said.
Nice to meet you sir, tekish said and tried to sound like a rich man’s son.
Do you enjoy books tekish? Kozuke said.
Yes I do, I read very often, tekish said,
Well as you see behind you and with almost everyone of these walls I have an somewhat big collection
with books, if you should get your eyes on a book that might interest you don’t hesitate to ask to borrow
it, kozuke said friendly.
I will sir, tekish answered back.
Two of the female servant came in with tea pots and …stuff.
And behind them James followed,
Your daughter is prepared, James said.
He stepped aside and the young girl with a beautiful dress came in,
Aah shirujju about time, sit down! Kozuke said.
Hi tekish said staring in her eyes.
Hi! Shirujju said back with a smile,
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19 - 18th december(authors note)

18th december-authors note
Tekish he sat in the big mansion about the rest of the evening, kozuke was obvious the father of shirujju,
and that he likes tekish made it a bit easier to come closer to her, when i told tekish that i was going to
write the Christmas story and that I wanted to use him, Erika, and dairis story in this he got excited, you
see, they experienced this last year, so I use their stories this year.
Tekish never told me what happened later on the evening except that kozuke talked a lot about he’s
business trip, he told me that it was shirujju that had followed him down to the gate without James or her
father, but if it happened anything before he left he never told me, it’s annoying=__=
He could at least told me what happened with him and the girl down with the gate!!..I’m sure something
happened! God damn it! Spit it out tekish!! People want to know!

Tekish: ….no!
James: waaaah!*attacks tekish*
Dairi: calm down James!
*hits tekish with a brick*
Erika: stop it you idiot! Even if you are writing our stories don’t make you the boss!
James: of course I’m the boss! I can simply press the backspace button and then I can change the name
on you guys or even delete you all out! Mooohahha I’m the best!
*erika,dairi and tekish takes out different weapons and starts a terrible bloodbath and scenes of
violence*



20 - 19th december

19th December
Dairi was sat and looked out of the window.
He tough at Erika, he needed to meet her again, he still felt that wonderful kiss on he’s lips.
He had held the phone a lot of times, but he didn’t dear to call her.
He decided to take he’s bike and go over to her, and so he did.
He was just outside the garden fence and looked.
He was nervous and didn’t even dare to go off he’s bike.
He wanted to ring the door bell, hold around Erika and kiss her, but he didnt dear too.
He was about to turn he’s bike around and go home when he suddenly heard a voice behind him.
Dairi? It was Erika that stood and looked confused on the stairs.
Dairi blushed and parked he’s bike.
¨he walked up to Erika.
Um.. I tough I should just say hi! Dairi said.
Erika looked confused at him.
I think I should go now! Dairi said.
You want to come in? Erika said suddenly.
She looked nervous and she blushed, um..Yeah..Sure! Dairi said.
He followed Erika into the living room where she reached him a muffin, I baked them myself! She said
proudly.
Um! Their tasty! Dairi declared.
He kept following Erika further into the house. The passed a closed door with some weird sounds.
Dairi looked confused at the door,
It is my parents; you don’t want to know what they are doing! Erika laughed.
They entered a bright room, with a big bed in the middle with red curtains and sheets.
It was red candles, red photo frames, and red pillows.
Wow! You really like red don’t you? Dairi said.
Yes it is a relaxing color! Erika smiled.
She went over to a second door in the end and blushed a bit, Il be back soon she said, and Dairi could
see her get dark red when she entered.
The door was to a bathroom it looked like.
Dairi just sat down on the bed and looked a bit around,
He saw a lot of photos of different friends and stuff.
Suddenly he heard that the bathroom door was opening
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21 - 20th december

20th December
Erika was standing in the door.
Dairi blushed he went dark red all over he’s face, Erika was standing there in white underwear and
looked at him, she blushed too.
Dairi didn’t know what to do, he was stunned.
She came walking towards him, she sat over him and kissed him and took her hand over he’s neck.
He didn’t give it any thought, he took he’s hand over her back and felt that soft smooth neck.
He pushed her aside and climbed over her,
She opened he’s shirt and too it off.
She moved her hands lightly over the whole body and Dairi just enjoyed it.
He took he’s hands around her and opened her bra,
He throwed it on the floor, and instantly moved has hands op to her breasts, he touched them for a long
time and she made small noises.
She pulled of he’s pants and felt he’s penis,
They kept in touching each other until they were naked,
and Erika blushed even more.
She took around he’s penis and lead it towards her vagina.
She putted it in and dairi started to move it in and out
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22 - 21th december

21th December
Tekish was sitting next to the open window in dairis room; they both looked so spaced out.
Dairi looked almost depressed, and tekish looked like he was in a day dream.
I meet that girl for real now, tekish suddenly said.
Dairi looked up with a surprised smile, when?
A little while ago, I met her father and he thought I knew here and invited me in, so to say I can now get
legal in whenever I want. Tekish said.
Great! Dairi said with a faint smile.
Now, tell me why you look so depressed, tekish said.
I’m not depressed; I am just thinking a lot, something new happened between me and Erika lately, Dairi
said.
You already told me about it, the kiss right? Tekish said.
No…I’m just not prepared to say it to anyone yet, Dairi smiled.
Heh, let’s go out for a bit, tekish said and stood up.
Yeah sure, Dairi answered back and they both went out.
The air was chilly and it was a lot of people on the streets this morning.
Let’s go find some soda; I need something with sugar in, tekish smiled.
Dairi smiled back and they both just walked down the street.
It was kind of relaxing too see all the busy people.
Sometime later they both had a soda and they were just walking around and looking.
Tekish looked very pleased and he just walked and he didn’t notice at first that Dairi had stopped up.
Huh? What is it? Tekish said.
He looked at Dairi, tears were flowing down he’s cheek.
Tekish looked in the direction Dairi looked and made big eyes.
Erika was standing there with some dark haired guy and kissed him, hard and long.
The guy was holding around here and kissed back.
What the frack? Tekish looked at Dairi and tears were dripping, Dairi was silent and tekish could feel the
hate from he’s friend.
Tekish could feel he’s own rage build up, how could she do this? We tree have been friends for a long
time! How could she do this to Dairi?
Tekish suddenly walked over to them, grabbed the guys arm and hit him hard in the face, the guy feel to
the ground holding he’s nose.
Tekish looked at Erika and walked over to Dairi again and they both walked away.
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23 - 22th december

22th December
Dairi was sitting in he’s room with he’s head bent downwards, tekish was sitting on he’s spot next to the
open window.
He could hear Dairi crying but he didn’t know what to say.
Suddenly someone knocked on the door and dairis mum came in.
Hi Dairi, hi tekish.
She carried some glasses with some stuff in and a plate with cookies.
How is he doing? She said looking towards Dairi,
He is depressed, tekish said.
Dairis mum didn’t say anything else and went out of the room.
She is gona hear from me the next time I meet her, tekish said.
Dairi didn’t say anything.
Im gona make her regret this, tekish continued.
Still no response.
They were both just sitting there looking.
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24 - 23th december

23th December
Tekish was up with the mansion again, he wasn’t in any good mood since Dairi was depressed and
himself was angry at Erika.
He went over to the gate and pressed a button on a black box hanging there.
He pressed it and some noise came out before someone talked.
Yes? The voice said.
Hello James, it’s me tekish, I’m here to meet shirujju. Tekish answered.
Very well! A weird sound came and the gate opened.
Tekish walked in and up to the gigantic doors.
James was standing next to the door and waited for him.
Master and he’s daughter are in the small living room, follow me.
He followed James towards the same book filled room where he had talked to kozuke before.
They entered, kozuke and shirujju was sitting there.
Kozuke smiled when he saw tekish.
Aaah tekish! You came to join us? Sit down sit down! He said.
Good evening sir, I felt kind of bored so I just cam….
Tekish phone started to ring, it was the local police!
Excuse me sir, he said and stood up and went over to the bookshelf as long away as possible.

Tekish: yes?
Police: tekish Bachiry?
Tekish: yes? Is it something wrong?
Police: yes, we got a kid down here named Dairi, he asked us to call you, is it possible for you to come
here now?
Tekish: Dairi? Of course I will be there in a moment!

And he hangs on.
Excuse me sir! I just got a call from the police, a friend of mine is there, I have to go see what it is!
What? The police? Sure, we can meet some other time, but isn’t the police office at the other end of the
city? Kozuke said.
Yes that’s why I have to hurry, tekish answered a bit annoyed.
I can give you a ride, come on, kozuke stood up and they all hurried out to the car.
James sat in front as the driver and everyone else sat in the backseat, shirujju was there too.
Some time later they were with the police station and tekish runned in and over to the receptionist.
I’m tekish and I was called here because of Dairi, he said
Oh it is you? Follow me, tekish followed after her and kozuke and shirujju just came in and followed after
them.
They came into a room were Dairi was sitting and some policemen were sitting.
Dairi? Tekish said, Dairi didn’t answer.
Some fancy dressed man came over to him.
Tekish right? The man said.
Yes that’s me, tekish answered back



I am detective ryuir, we had to take Dairi here because of an incident in he’s house just a little while ago.
What happened? Where is he’s parents? Tekish asked.
It was just normal fire incident, they might have dropped some candles on the floor or something, but the
whole house is burnt down, nothing of it survived.
What about he’s parents? Where are they? Tekish asked.
He’s parent…they wasn’t able to save themselves out in time, they burnt in, I’m sorry. The detective
said.
What?! Ts not possible, they were some of the kindest people I ever known, they were like parents for
me too when my father wasn’t there, tekish fell to he’s knees,
They aren’t dead! They aren’t dead you hear me? They can’t be dead! Tekish grabbed the detectives
coat and some policemen came and hold him back,
I’m sorry tekish, but they are. The detective walked away.
Tekish was started to cry and Dairi came over to him, tekish stood up and looked into dairis eyes, he
could see so much pain, what were Dairi going to do now, he had no place to go, no one that loved him
anymore.
He looked at shirujju and kozuke, shirujju was crying too and kozuke looked more surprised over the
rage of tekish then anything else.
You are gone live with me in my apartment! Tekish said.
But..bu..i can’t, Dairi answered.
You are going to, end of discussion, I will make sure that your parents are getting a worthy funeral.
Tekish said.
….thanks tekish, you are my best friend. Dairi said and started to cry again.
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24th December
Tekish and Dairi was sitting outside, tekish had tried to get Dairi on the Christmas prom night at their
school just to cheer him up, he had at least got Dairi to the bench outside.
I don’t want to go tekish okay? Dairi said.
Come on buddy, your gone feel a lot better okay? Tekish answered.

Suddenly they heard a voice around the corner and walked towards it, the saw around the corner and
saw Erika with that boy tekish had hit down.

You didn’t tell me that you kissed another boy after you got together with me? No wonder that he’s friend
came and hit me down! I feel sorry for that kid now! Get away I don’t want to talk to you more! The guy
said and walked away.
Erika was standing there alone and looked down on the ground.
She walked past them towards the entrance and grabbed another boy and kissed him.
What a whore! I’m never talking to her again! Tekish said.
Did you see how that other guy turned her down? Dairi suddenly said and was actually smiling.
Heh, tekish said and they both walked into the big hall were the prom was.
Dairi found some old friends to talk to and tekish was wandering around alone.
He was about to get out and get some air, but he stopped.
The most beautiful girl he ever seen was standing in the entrance.
A blue dress, it was tight on the upper body and was going out lower down, she was beautiful, it was
shirujju.
Tekish walked over to her, he bowed and kissed her hand.
She took he’s hand and bent over to him, she kissed him on he’s mouth, the warm soft lips, the smell of
her hair, the great feeling of having the most beautiful human being right in front of him, he was sure he
was going to pass out.
He took he’s arms around her and she laid her arm around he’s neck, he hold her tighter, hold her
around the thing waist, and he could feel her body against he’s.
He could feel someone picking with a finger on he’s shoulder, excuse me sir!, this kind of inappropriate
in the public.
Tekish turned around and saw James, tekish just smiled and kept on kissing shirujju
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26 - 24th december(authors note)

24th December(authors note)
One small explanation, in the 24th chapter I tell that that is the Christmas day, someone have it on the
25th but her in Norway its on the 24th. After all I am a Norwegian author, but still, I already heard about
that 25th December thing, so I am going to put up a bonus chapter for that^^ merry Christmas!

James13: happy Christmas!
Tekish: shut up already! It’s late!
Dairi: I love staying up late^^
James: see tekish? Stop grumbling and join us!
Tekish: jeez….
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